Introduction
The Gromov In this paper, we suppose that rri (111) = G where G = ( (7,) ' is an elementary Abelian p group of rank k where p is an odd prime. For these groups, the invariant a(M) is just the A-genus. The Gromov-Lawson conjecture for the group G is that M admits a metric of positive scalar curvature if and only if A^(M) = 0. This assertion has been proved by Kwasik and Schultz [l l] if the rank of G is 1 (see also [5] for a different proof using the eta invariant); we understand that Schultz [16] has proved this result if the rank of G is 2. The following is the main result of this paper: We now outline the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let s2spi"( .) be the spin bordism theory and let cj*Spin (.) be the reduced theory. If M is a compact connected spin manifold with finite fundamental group G, give M the canonical G structure to regard We can reduce the problem still further. We recall some results of Kreck and Stolz [lo] .
Let HP* be the quartemionic projective plane with the usual homogeneous metric of positive scalar curvature. If X is a topological space, let T,(X) be the subgroup of the bordism group 02 (X) consisting of bordism classes [(E", f o p)], where p : E" + I?"-* is a fiber bundle with fiber WB* and with transition functions belonging to the group of isometries PSp(3) of HP*. The functor X + flp(X)/T,(X) was studied by Kreck and Stolz [lo] . We essentially use the fact from [lo] MSpin(,) = BP A M(P,), where M(P,) is a generalized Moore spectrum (which is just a wedge of spheres in our case, so that x,(M(P,)) = P,). We show that the generators X&, TJ, for k, n 3 2 may be chosen in such way that they are represented by manifolds with positive scalar curvature. Let J be the ideal of (.f2?pi")(p) generated by XJk, TJ,, k, n > 2. Thus to prove Theorem 1.1 it is suffices to show that corresponding elements (1)
The lens spaces generate fin,SP'"(BC,) as an 6?n*spin module. We can use this observation 
Let C, be the cyclic group of order n where n = pe is an odd prime power. Let U(Y) be the unitary group. Let 7 : C, + U(V) be a fixed point free representation of the cyclic group C, for n = pe and let L2V-1 (n; r) := S*"-'/T(&).
The generalized lens space L2y-1 (n; r) admits a natural spin structure and a natural C, structure. Let [i*"-' (n; r)]
be the natural projection of L2V-1 (n; T) to A, (B&) . If /3 is a group homomorphism from C, to (C,)k, then p* induces a homomorphism from dm(BCn)
where we use all embeddings p of C, in (Cn)," and all suitable lens spaces. We will show in Proposition 3. Thus if we fix the dimension m, the Gromov-Lawson conjecture holds in this setting for p sufficiently large. We shall omit the proof of this generalization as it is straightforward. If e > 1, Proposition 2.3 fails if m > 2(p -1) so our methods do not apply.
Spin bordism of elementary Abelian groups
Let p be an odd prime, and BP,(. is a free-free spectrum if the homology H, (X; Z) and homotopy rrn (X) groups are free finitely generated modules over Z(,) for all n. A free-free ring spectrum X defines a cohomology theory X, ( .), so that there exists the first Chern class cx. The formal group theory implies that there is a map of ring spectra j : X + BP classifying the Chem class cx. In particular, the coefficient ring X, becomes a free BP, -module. One may construct the homology theory E(Y) = X, @ nr, BP,(Y). The spectrum E may be considered as BP-algebra. Boardman [4, Theorem B] shows that the map j induces isomorphism ring spectra X + E.
In the case of the spectrum MSpin(,), the coefficient ring ( fispi")(") is a free BP,-module, as it follows from Proposition 2.1. We obtain the isomorphism of BP,-modules: 
. We have that IQ*B~(B(C~)~)~ 2 nE(k)m).
We begin the proof of Proof. The first assertion follows from work of Donnelly [7] . The second assertion follows from the first and the third assertion is immediate. 1, -1).
Let (T E l?o(G).
(a) We have q(Lm+4 (n;Z, l,-l),$(l,-1)a) = ?7(P(n;Z),a). We can embed the group of units U(Z,) of the field Z, in the group of units U(Z,) of the ring Z, by requiring that Q: E U(Z,) satisfy c9-l -1 mod n. Let y(o)(X) = X" and y(a)@,) = pas define adjoint representations of U(Z,) on C, and on &(C,).
We note that &(Cn)/&(Cn)j is a finite Abelian group of order nj; we work in this quotient henceforth where j is chosen to be large. For 0 < t < p -1, we define the We will use the following lemma to prove Lemma 3.6(b). 
